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付録2

Seira Shimizu (Hokkaido University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Yuri Yamagiwa (Niigata University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Yuri Yamagiwa (Niigata University)
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Taishi Furuki (Hiroshima University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Yumi Saigusa (Nagasaki University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Taichi Maemura (Kobe city university of foreign studies)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Shiho Ozaki (Kindai University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Naoya Sakaguchi (Kobe Gakuin University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Naoya Sakaguchi (Kobe Gakuin University)
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Daisuke Hyodo (Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Oki Takeuchi (Kobe University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Ayano Omura (Sophia University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Hiroki Ueda (Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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Bogomolova Vasilina (Irkutsk State university)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

Separated into the groups, we tried to find the most actual aspects in bilateral relations of our countries. It 

was difficult without special preparation. But several of it we nevertheless have found. Later we proposed 

some ways to expand the exchange program by entering a home-stay variant living in a country while a 

studying. 

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

You shouldn’t shy and be confused – feel free when make a mistakes in speech because your 

wrong thought could be reason to make right one for someone else;

Not only nationality determines our character. All persons are individual – take into account it 

when get know with someone and respect his opinion.

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

My scientific ‘biography’ wasn’t impressive - obviously I’m worst researcher in the world. But I agreed 

when have gotten an invitation to take a part in such project as making of student forum. I knew that my 

role in this forum will be the smallest, but for me… I started to get know what is the real communication, I 

made a friends with some of guys and in my opinion it’s the best way to reach our purpose – to become 

closer.

4 Influence on your student life, career development

I suppose it will be one of the main events in my life which will determine my future career. Communicated with 

people from different countries I understood my desire – to break down all obstacles on the way to build society 

without prejudices and falses. The best way to do it – to get know with language. Language is the heart of any 

people and their culture. This forum was for me one more reason to think about my specialty and profession. After 

this May’s student meeting I decided to change historical degree to the translation program in the Institute of 

philology and foreign languages (ISU, Irkutsk). I hope that Japanese will be my second foreign language and I’ll

help Russians to love Japanese culture, language and it’s history.

5. Others (free description)
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Nataliia Stoliar (Altai State University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

I was a part of the student’s group and we had a discussion student’s committee and future role of every 

student who took part in this forum. 

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

I’ve learnt that cooperation between students from different countries is more important that I thought 

before. And now I got a lot of motivation and new contacts to develop my career.

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

On this forum I wanted to discuss some problems between our countries: ecological, social, educational. 

And I had an opportunity to share my thoughts among other students. 

4 Influence on your student life, career development

Now I became a part of the student’s committee and have an opportunity to ask some scientific questions to 

my colleagues. I’ll try develop a part of our organization at the Altai State University.

5. Others (free description)
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Danil Sokolov (Novosibirsk State University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

The thing is that every member of the isolated discussion teams could came up with a good 
idea or highlight an important problem and then leaders could summarize these points during 
making of the final presentation. I appreciate the experience of sharing my opinion, organizing 
a discussion and a brainstorm session inside my group where every member was active in 
some ways and despite initial difficulties we finally made a report that was good enough. But 
there was no time to cooperate a bit and decide how to represent these thing and that’s why 
there could be some misunderstanding.

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

I found out that there are plenty of Japanese people interested in Russia. On the other hand, it 
was a nice experience of working with the people who belong to a radically different culture. 
Also I talked in Japanese and English and these are also very beneficial things for me, as I 
rarely have this kind of language practice.

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

I didn’t really know what to expect, but as a result I got kind of a friendly environment and 
nice people to cooperate with to try to help with deciding various contemporary problems. 
I’ve made some acquaintances (Japanese, and also Russians) and contributed to a making a 
way to opening The Student Union. 

4 Influence on your student life, career development

Speaking practice helped me a lot during my Japanese and English exams (which was 
extremely close to arriving home, I even hadn’t some time to prepare) and also gave me some 
confidence in my skills. Also I realized the importance of ability to interact in a discussion. 

5. Others (free description)

This forum was my first academic trip and my first trip abroad. It was also really enjoyable 
and useful because my university major is committed to Japan. I am sure that experience like 
that could help other students to develop some important skills.
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Ilona Vasileva (Hokkaido University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1.
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Alisa Vyacheslavova (Hokkaido University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

The student forum was dedicated to discussing the cultural peculiarities of Japan and Russia, as well as the 

exchange of experience in studying in Russia and Japan. My role was to participate in the discussion, as 

well as help in preparing the final report for presentation to rectors of Russian and Japanese universities.

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

In Japan and Russia, there are many exchange student programs, which are often unknown to students. 

Also, for me it was a revelation that so many Japanese students know nothing about Russia or have 

knowledge based on stereotypes.

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

I would like to help in organizing Russian events for Japanese students in Japan. Also, I could help with 

creating of the website for the Student Union.

4. Influence on your student life, career development

To date, thanks to the student forum, I met a lot of interesting students both from Russia and from Japan, 

who are extremely interested in exchange programs and in sharing travel experiences in each of the 

countries.

5. Others (free description)

It seems to me that it would be extremely useful to hold similar student forums both in Japan and in Russia, 

as it allows students to influence on the exchange situation and to communicate with rectors of various 

universities in real time. I would like to express my gratitude and sincere gratitude to the organizers for the 

opportunity to participate in the student forum!
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Viktoriia Antonenko (Hokkaido University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

 We had two day schedule, which included group discussions concerning problems that facing 
Russian students who are planning to study in Japan or already studying there and vice versa. 
Also, we discussed structure and main goals of Student Union as a new born organization, 
mainly, in regards of help and support of foreign students of both countries. I participated in 
group discussion and was a representative of final presentation of my group in a first day. As a 
student of Hokkaido University, I was a volunteer in a committee for first day reception 
entertaining program. On a second day I took part in a group discussion concerning future 
development of Japan Russia Student Union and was a representative of my group explaining 
group position for other participants. 
2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

 I learned that despite growing cooperation between our countries in various spheres of activity, 
a lot of problems, concerning transmission of objective information about conditions of study, 
everyday life, etc. (as in Russia, so in Japan) are still exist. And complex system, which can help 
students to find any kind of information about exchange programs, study and work opportunities 
have not been established yet. 
 I realize that despite the fact that we have similar problems in our countries (recycling problem, 
credit card problem, etc.), way of solving this problem doesn’t necessary be similar, sometimes 
it can be useful to use an experience of other countries. 
 I knew before that Russian students see a chance to study in Japan as a great opportunity for 
their future, but I realize that a lot of Japanese students want to study in Russia as well (but their 
main interest is a short term exchange programs, as far as I understand, due to fear of Russian 
severe conditions of everyday life, mostly).

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

 For Hokkaido University branch of Student Union I can be a member of regular meetings, as a 
part of a team working on a structure of our organization, events calendar, etc.
 I can be a member of commities which can organize cultural events, mini-conferences, 
meetings, promoting cooperation between two countries. Speaking Rusian, I can communicate 
with Russian community in Sapporo (Hokkaido), asking them to be involved as a valanteers in 
our events.
 As a member of Student Union and a student of Hokkaido University I can help Japanese 
students from my University to get access to Russian exchange programs ( give them some 
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Viktoriia Antonenko (Hokkaido University)

materials, explain conditions and so on ). Moreovere, I can help them to get to know Russian 
culture, and, hopefully, to interest them in opportunates to study abroad or use numerous reources 
of Hokkaido University to broaden their knowlage about Russia, thus, possibe ways of 
integration this kind of knowlage in their study, career, etc.
 

4 Influence on your student life, career development

 I hope that participating in creation of a new international organization can give me a valuable 
experience, which I can apply in my future career. I hope, that meeting new people as a member 
of organization will help me to make new connections which could help in my current research, 
future job hunting, etc.

. Others (free description)

 Difference in educational systems of two countries can become a problem for current students, 
as well as for people who are thinking about study abroad or continue to study abroad. For 
example, in Russia simultaneously with "bachelor"-"master" qualifications, "specialist" 
qualification exist as well. Fact, which can be confusing for foreign University. As a person with 
qualification "specialist" I’m facing this problem as well. I hope that it would be possible to use 
Student Union resources to assist in solving such kind of problems.   
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Nataliya Lashkevich (Kobe City University of Foreign Studies)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

In the first day of the Forum we went on an excursion to Historical Village of 
Hokkaido, where we could new a lot about Hokkaido’s history and culture. After this we 
had a discussion and presentation time in the afternoon, and had a reception in the evening.

On the next day one group prepared for the presentation, another group in which was 
me had discussion about Student Association. After presentation was finally prepared two 
representatives presented it for participants of The 7th Japanese-Russian Forum of 
University Rectors and Japan’s minister of education and Russian consul.

I participated in this forum because I Russian who living in Japan, and for me it is very 
important if our county have good relationships especially between students. Such students 
will create future and now we need help to meet each other and make good relations. 

It was my first forum but I think that I did my best to be useful for this forum. During 
first discussion in small groups some students in my group didn’t understand English well 
and some didn’t understand Japanese well. As I understand Japanese, English and Russian 
I tried to interpret for all who didn’t understand something during discussion. Of course 
when I didn’t understand something all helped me too.

Also when discussion started nobody knows how to start it so I tried to lead the 
discussion because I have such Experience from my School.

I also tried to help to improve final presentation, giving some idea to people who were 
making it.

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

There are a lot of things that I learned through the Student Forum. For example, I knew 
how people founding new organization. It was very good experience and I expect that it 
will help me in my future career. 

I also could experience what a brainstorming good thing. When you are alone you 
cannot understand some merits or demerits of an issue. But when a lot of people are 
gathering and share different information and their personal experience they would 
understand more than if it will be only one person. So I think such group of people can 
accomplish something grate.
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Nataliya Lashkevich (Kobe City University of Foreign Studies) 

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

Now I want to strength Japan-Russia community in University lavel. I want to speak 
with professors how can we do it. May be we need to organize some events which would 
help to students from Russia and Japan to communicate.

4 Influence on your student life, career development

I think that founding The Student Union is a big step for improving relationships 
between two countries. I am very proud that I could participate in creating something 
important that would help people to communicate and improve themselves. 

Also I think that I became more open to people, more confident in myself and in my 
English and communication skills. 

It also made me fill that I can do something important that would help people so I was 
stimulated to do more useful things.

. Others (free description)

I want to thank all people who organized the Student Forum and organizing the Japan-
Russia Student Union. I think such thing is very important for improving relations between 
our country. 

I also hope that I would be useful. And I will be happy to participate in such events in 
future too.

Thank you very much!
Lashkevich Nataliya  
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Alla Misanova (Kobe City University of Foreign Studies)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

At the first day of the forum I participated in the group discussion concerning relations between Russia and 

Japan. Due to my experience as abroad student in Japan and my bachelor degree as an orientalist I have 

provided information about existing connections between our countries, point out difficulties students 

encounter while trying to go both Russia and Japan and also note the main points, basing on information 

gained from students of faculties connected to our countries, of the low level of communication and 

motivation of both sides. Also during the conversations I sometimes helped my groupmates to better 

understand each other by translating from Russian to Japanese and vice versa during the discussions and 

excursion than was held in the first day of the forum.   

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

I have found out, that there are much more interest in Russia from Japanese side than I expected. But there 

are still many problems that do not allow our countries to interact fully and the main problem is lack of 

knowledge and good image of Russia among Japanese students. 

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

I don’t know in particular what is in my power to do for the Student Union but I would wish to broaden 

relations between our countrie. I suppose I wll be able to help in the feelds of intercultural exchange and 

would wish to ad my support after I graduate from universuty.

4 Influence on your student life, career development

Participation in this forum made me think about my future muster course research and changing it’s 

contents to compare situation in Japanese and Russian language so that might lead to the ways of better 

understanding and learning both of these languages. This forum’s experience has also helped me to rise my 

confidence in interpreting skills and consider this as one of the opportunities to use my knowledge directly 

and this way to help our countries to connect. 

5. Others (free description)

This was my first experience in participating in such kind of event and I am very glad that I was able to take 

part in this forum. I was happy to know that there is a common interest not only between Russian students 

to Japan, but also in Japanese students to Russia. I hope that this interest will live on as we keep in contact 

to each other and to those who will participate in this forum in the future. 
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Svetlana Platnitskaia (Niigata University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

The program was dedicated to the development of student associations. The aim of the 
event was to consolidate the best practices on the activation and involvement of students 
in resolving the issues of improving the quality of Russian-Japanese partnership at the 
student level. An important part of the program was the speech of the Minister of 
Education of Japan, which shows the great importance of the student forum.

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

The forum consisted of two parts: a discussion and a cultural program. We had a lot of 
group work, and it was very interesting to go through the process of discussing, analyzing 
and sharing the results in the group, as well as with the teachers. The main problem is that 
Japanese peoples know little information about Russia and its traditions. Therefore, we 
discussed how to improve the receipt of information about Russia, what cultural activities 
will be carried out.

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

Particular importance for the development of close partnership relations between Russia 
and Japan has cooperation in the humanitarian sphere, cultural, scientific and educational 
exchanges. The creation of a student union can help realize these tasks.

4 Influence on your student life, career development

Communication of participants of the program occurred with native speakers of the language, 
which is important. Experience of intercultural communication, a deeper acquaintance with 
the culture and education system, the opportunity to express themselves and their ideas.

5. Others (free description)
I am grateful to the organizers of the forum for the opportunity to participate in a wonderful 
place, Sapporo. Thank you for the warm atmosphere, I hope this will be the basis for further 
Russian-Japanese cooperation.
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Sergei Anisimov (Niigata University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

Student Forum in Hokkaido provided a good platform to meet with students who are interested in 

communication and collaboration between our countries. I’ve meet many Japanese students who were 

interested in Russian culture, and that was intriguing. We’ve participated in Brainstorm about different 

problems of student’s life and its connection between Russia and Japan exchange. To solve some of troubles 

that students life face – we’ve discussed about possible structure of the Student Union.

At the forum, I’ve actively participated in discussion, participated in preparation of presentation for Minister 

Hayashi and I was chosen as a speaker. 

It was an intense pleasure. 

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

Hokkaido’s miso ramen is very good

Many Japanese students who learned Russian can speak very well.

Both our countries can benefit from cultural and educational exchange a lot Ministry of Japan is ready to 

support student projects if we have active position, vision and strategy of what we need and what we want to 

do.

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

Provide connection between my hometown Medical University (Krasnoyarsk) and Niigata’s Medical 

University with other cities of Student Union.

Organization of skype discussions.

Promote information about Japan to Russian students doing presentations and seminars.

4 Influence on your student life, career development

I’ve got a lot of motivation, so I can do my research projects faster 

I also got a lot of new friend which can help me in traveling around Japan.

5. Others (free description)
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Zgurskaia Elvira (Sakhalin State University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018

1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program)

This forum was held in the Crossed Year of Russia in Japan and Year of Japan in Russia. 
Main aims of this forum were discussion and understanding the situation of relations of 
our countries. We had to understand, how to help to development this relations and what 
can we do for it, just students, without help of University or Government. And is it 
possible to do in real life.   

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum

When I asked Japanese students about their knowledge about Russia their answers were typical 
like “Vodka”, “The whole year is a continuous winter” and “Bears walking on the streets”. Part of 
this answers are true, I agree, but we cannot describe such big and different country by these tree 
phrases.
 Also, when I asked how Japanese students knows any information about Russia, or which events 
are holds by this country in other parts of the world, they answered that they have no idea about it. 
Most of information which they received about Russia is connected to politics.
Also, Japanese people can’t find many information about Russia even in Internet. One of the 
reason of it is the lack of info about this country in Japanese language. Actually, I was a little bit 
surprised, cause it seems like in Russia we have more possibilities to know about country with 
such interesting culture like Japan. 

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union Things you want to do, you can do

In the end of this program we decided to create a web-site, on which we will publish all possible 

information and interesting facts about Russia. We can provide Japanese students information about 

possibilities of internship in our region. Help Japanese students online, if they have any difficulties 

during their internship in Russia. 

4 Influence on your student life, career development

I think this s very important part of History, in which we take a part and we are, students, really can and 

maybe we should to help to development of friendship of our countries. However, it’s not so easy. We all 

still studies in our Universities and very busy our own businesses, but we need to find a time for business of 

our countries. For example, I have an opportunity to collect the information about Japanese-Sakhalin sister 

universities and possibilities of internship in Sakhalin State university, but most of these information is in 

Russian and translation takes much time. But I’ll do my best to help in development of our web-site.

Others (free description)
In result of holding this forum we made a decision just to create a web-site. But I think it’s not enough. 

Unfortunately, now I cannot to come up another way of solution some problems and aspects which we 

found out during this forum. Maybe to find a solution it could takes more time than only time which we 

spent in Forum.
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1. Contents of the Student Forum and your role in the forum (your contributions in the program) 

I was a member of Japan-Russia Student Forum. 

We discussed how to improve relationship between Russia and Japan students. Our team make a 

conclusion, that Russians students are interested in studying in Japan, but Japanese students are not 

interested in studying in Russia, because they have little information about Russia. 

Thats why we searched ways how to interest Japanese students. 

2. Things you have learned through the Student Forum 

- cooperation,membership 

-important to listen  everyone and make a common conclusion 

3. Expected role in the Japan-Russia Student Union (Things you want to do, you can do)

I can be a member of the Student Union in the Far East, and help with the cultural program (acquaint with 

Russian culture, excursion etc) 

4. Influence on your student life, career development 

- for two days of the student forum I improved my English skills 

5. Others (free description) 

Natalia Oshchepkova (Far Eastern Federal University)

Report on Japan-Russia Student Forum 2018
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